Measurement of palmitate availability in serum samples: method and utility.
Palmitic acid shows a very low and unknown solubility at neutral pH. Binding equilibria of palmitate to human serum albumin accordingly cannot be investigated by measuring free and bound ligand concentrations as in conventional binding studies. It is feasible, on the other hand, to describe the binding equilibria in relative terms, by measuring the concentration, p, of reserve albumin, previously defined as the concentration of a purified standard albumin preparation which in buffered solution binds a trace amount of palmitate as tight as it is bound in the sample. Palmitate availability is calculated as C/p, when C is the concentration of bound palmitate. The general binding equation is modified to contain the availability beside relative binding constants, Li = Ki/K1,St, where K1,St is the first stoichiometric binding constant for palmitate to the standard albumin preparation. Availabilities and relative binding constants can replace free concentrations and usual binding constants in considerations of biochemical transport and enzymatic mechanisms. A method is described for measuring the concentration of reserve albumin for binding of palmitate, based upon determination of dialytic exchange rates for palmitate among identical equilibrium samples. A technique for reproducibly adding radiolabelled palmitate to the samples is given.